Noon Activities

EPIC Excitement

lorna.lathrop@fresnounified.org
Duncan Polytechnical High School, Fresno CA.

Turn up the heat and create amazing Excitement and energy at your lunch activities....

Crowd Gathering Noon Craziness

Team Activities –

- Squirt Gun tag
- Mission Impossible
- Musical Chairs
- Human Bowling
- Wild West Relay
- Pirate Ship Adventure
- Santa vs Grinch
- College Week Competitions
- Video Scavenger Hunt

Partner-Up/Pairs....Grab a friend...

- Frosting Take Down – (Plexi Glass)
- Fish Smack – (Raw egg & Fish)
- Lickem – Stickem – (Marshmallows)
- Say Ahhh!!! – (Chocolate & Marshmallows)

Individual Challenge

- Soda Drinking Competition (socks)
- Menu Surprise – Fear Factor Style
- Reindeer Hunt /staff are the deer
- “Class” Dance Off/Sing off
- Chocolate Eating competition (diapers)

Afterschool Events:

Color Wars

Materials: (Permission slips)

- Food Coloring/Smart & Final
- Large school trash cans
- Water
- Plastic cups
- Students wear White t-shirts
- Change of clothes
- Borax

Fill 2 large trash cans with different colors of food coloring and fill to the top with water. Every student has a large empty cup. The kids face off in the center, blow whistle and they run back to the trash can to fill there cup. Students love chasing each other and throwing water on each other. We do this on the grass, so we are watering the grass. **Object – turn the other teams shirts your teams color.**

Bumper Ball Homecoming

They are not cheap, maybe get another school to split the cost.

Our School does not have sports, and the students wanted to have a Homecoming. We had the most incredible Homecoming experience ever. We played 3 – 20 min games. FR vs Juniors; Soph. vs. Seniors; Then after half time the winners took each other on. You could watch the adventure on youtube or email me for more information.